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Objectives
1.Investigate the use of
neurophysiological measures
to assess operators’ mental
state

2. Investigate how this
information could be used to
implement adaptive
automation solutions

Overview
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Phases and activities
BASELINE MEASUREMENT
1

LABORATORY TASK (LABY)

CALIBRATION
2

FIRST VALIDATION

CALIBRATION PHASE (EDEP)

Record and evaluate
neurophysiological signals in
a laboratory setting.

Calibrate and test the state
classifier in an ecological ATM
operational context before first
Validation.

THREE SESSIONS:
Training phase with LABY
Workload evaluation with no
ATM experts (ENAC
students)
Workload evaluation with
ATM experts (ENAV ATCOs).

ONE SESSION:
Training phase with eDEP
Workload evaluation 4
ATCOs from ENAV

Creation of a State Classifier
algorithm able to estimate the
operator workload by using a
combination of EEG rhythms
and HR signals.
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State Classifier algorithm is
able to provide a reliable
measure of the mental
workload also during an
ecological task.

ENAC PROTOTYPAL PLATFORM

•Test the mental workload assessment in
real ATM settings
•Assess the level of expertise gained in
the use of the platform
•Verify the existence of neurophysiological
conditions associated with the levels of
cognitive control (SRK).
THREE SESSIONS:
Training phase with ENAC prototypal
platform.
Workload and SRK evaluation 12
ATCOs from ENAC.
State Classifier algorithm is able to track
the cognitive workload in ecological
environment with real ATM tasks.
Furthermore it is able to discriminate with
high discrimination accuracy the three levels
of cognitive control Skill, Rule and
Knowledge based.

SECOND VALIDATION
4

ENAC PROTOTYPAL PLATFORM

•Validate the SRK assessment
•Evaluate the feasibility and
effectiveness of adaptive automation
solutions triggered by the real time
Workload index
ONE SESSION
Training phase with ENAC prototypal
platform.
SRK and Adaptive automation
evaluation 21 student (+3 professionals)
ATCOs from ENAC.
Confirmed ability to discriminate with high
discrimination accuracy the three levels of
cognitive control Skill, Rule and Knowledge
in a realistic ATM environment.
Confirmed feasibility of adaptive solutions
triggered by the Workload index. Good
impact of the tested solutions on ATCOs
workload

Outline
MENTAL STATE ASSESSMENT
Validation approach
Results
• Training
• Cognitive control on tasks (SRK)
• Workload

ADAPTIVE AUTOMATION
Validation approach
Results
• Adaptive automations
• Advanced adaptive automations

Lessons learnt and future steps
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MENTAL STATE ASSESSMENT

The NINA approach
Neurometrics
From cognitive functions to brain areas
and EEG frequency bands

State classifier algorithm
development

From HF to cognitive psychology
EXP

Selection of a HF concept
relevant for and used in ATM
(e.g. Workload, SRK)

Experimental
ATM platform

ATM

HF
Generation of an
ecological experimental
environment (scenarios
to test the HF concepts)
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The mental state classifier
Online Artifacts Correction

EEG
Electrodes

EEG signal

Brain

Power
Spectral
Density

Frequency bands
selection

asSWLDA

State classifier output

Patent pending

The state classifier algorithm is able to evaluate user’s mental
states by using EEG activity.

State classifier performance: AUC
BAD
AUC = 0.5
GOOD
AUC = 0.7

Parameter
to
quantify
the
discriminability between data distributions
(e.g. Easy vs Hard in workload evaluation).
In other words, the quality of the state
classifier.

OPTIMUM
AUC = 1
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THE VALIDATION PROCESS
The experiments organised to validate the mental state classifier

The experimental platform
LABY

DROID RADAR

PILOTS

DROID INTERACTION
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The experimental platform

ATM SETTING

Pilots

The experimental platform
Scenario design
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The Experiments
FIRST VALIDATION

SECOND VALIDATION

Mental workload assessment via
neurophysiologic measures

Real time mental workload assessment
used to trigger adaptive solutions.

Level of cognitive control on
tasks assessment via
neurophysiologic measures

Level of cognitive control on tasks
assessment via neurophysiologic measures
(more data for validation)

Training level assessment

The experiments - schedule
SECOND VALIDATION

FIRST VALIDATION
SCHEDULE
TRAINING
1 week

SUBJECTS

Group 1
(6 expert ATCOs)

Recording-Scenario1

SCHEDULE
TRAINING
1 week

SUBJECTS

Group 3
(22 student ATCOs
+3 expert ATCOs)

Recording-Scenario3

1 week

TRAINING
1 week

Group 1
(6 expert ATCOs)

Recording-Scenario2
1 week

TRAINING
1 week

Recording 3-Scenario3

Group 1
(6 expert ATCOs)

+
Group 2
(6 expert ATCOs)
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The experimental protocol

The experiments – data collected
The ISA (Instantaneous Self Assessment), every 3 minutes ||| Controller
NASA-TLX (NASA- Task Load Index), at the end of the session ||| Controller
System logs (e.g. time to assume, number of interactions, etc.) ||| Logs
Performance index (derived from system logs) ||| Logs
The SME observation sheet (ISA + comments) ||| SME
HF observation sheet ||| HFs
Debriefings ||| Controllers
Neurophysiologic measurements ||| Controller
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The experiments – Scenarios
We developed 3 validation scenarios, designed in order to provide:
3 DIFFERENT LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY related to number of traffic,
conflicts, complexity (Easy/Medium/Hard), validated by two independent
experts
3 SRK EVENTS (skill, rule and knowledge based events) in the easy
and medium slots

The experiments - Scenarios
Easy

Each validation scenario lasted 45
minutes
Each level of difficulty lasted 15 minutes
The scenario’s traffic are based on traffic
sample used for controllers training.

M

Hard

M

Scenario1
Medium

Easy

Hard

Hard

Medium

Easy

<-This
scenario was
re-used in the
second
validation
Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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MENTAL STATE ASSESSMENT
Training level

Training: Literature Review
Activations seen earlier in practice involve generic attentional and control areas: prefrontal cortex
(PFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC).
With practice, the task-related processes fall away and there is a shift toward the attentional
brain areas (in particular, toward the parietal brain area).
Practice-related reorganization of the functional anatomy of task performance may be distinguished
into two types, one constituting a redistribution, the other a ‘true’ reorganization:
Redistribution. The brain activation map generally contains the same
areas at the end as at the beginning of practice, but the levels of
activation within those areas have changed.
Reorganization. It is observed as a change in the location of
activations and is associated with a shift in the cognitive processes
underlying task performance.
23
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Training Assessment Hypothesis

Hypotheses. The brain activity is linearly correlated to the examined cognitive
phenomena.
When the subjects are not trained, the brain features and rhythms vary
throughout the sessions.
When the subjects are trained, the brain features and rhythms are stable over
time.

Expected Results. By training the algorithm with the right number of features:
If the subjects are not trained, the performance of the classifier will change within
consecutive training sessions.
On the contrary, the performance of the classifier will be stable across the
sessions when the subjects are trained.

ATC STUDENTS
Learning how to perform simplified ATM tasks (LABY)
25
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Experimental Setting

12 ATC Students from ENAC;
2 consecutive days (S1, S2) and after a week since the last session (S3);
Task conditions proposed twice in random sequences to avoid habituation and expectation effects;
NASA-TLX at the end of each condition.

Triangulation
Task
Performance

Training
Assessment

Behavioral
Data

Physiological
Measures
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Task Performance and NASA-TLX
p = 10-5

p = 0.0168

*

*

*

*

The task performance increased significantly
(F(2, 22) = 29.943 with a p < 10-5) from S1 to S2.
The post-hoc test indicated no further changes
from S2 to S3, and the accuracy, indicated by
the standard deviation bars, increased session
after session.

The NASA-TLX showed a significant decrement
(all p<.05) of the perceived workload between the
first session (S1) and the following ones (S2 and
S3).
Borghini et al., 2013 (EMBS-IEEE)
Borghini et al., 2014 (EMBS-IEEE)
Borghini et al., 2014 (GNB conference)
Borghini et al., 2014 (Brain Topography)

State Classifier Analysis
p = 0.001

*
*

Significant interaction between
validations (F(3, 27)=7.2; p=0.001).

cross-

*
Data acquired in S1 produced a significant
decrement in the algorithm accuracy: both
the “S1 vs S2” and the “S1 vs S3” crossvalidations exhibited significant (all p <
0.05) lower AUC values with respect to the
“Intra” and “S2 vs S3” ones.
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Discussion

The subjects exhibit a standard learning progress from
S1 to the next experimental sessions (S2-S3).
The mental state classifier was able to asses this
learning effect and provide objective information about
the training level.

MENTAL STATE ASSESSMENT
Level of cognitive control on tasks
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S-R-K Model
Skill based behaviour:
the behaviour is regulated by the lowest level of conscious involvement and
is characterized by highly routinized and automated activities.
Rule based behaviour:
situation assessment leads to recognition of which procedures apply to
particular familiar situations.
Knowledge based behaviour:
when handling with unfamiliar situations, new plans have to be generated
because existing procedures may be inadequate to handle such unfamiliar
and unusual events.

2 Triplets of S-R-K events have been inserted into
the ATM scenario (within coherent difficulty levels)

Cognitive Functions

Rasmussen J, 1986

Brain Features

• Procedural
memory,
decision
making,
performance monitoring, attention level and
difficulty of the executed task
Correlation with prefrontal, frontal and
parietal brain areas.
• In particular, it has been demonstrated that the
theta (4-8 [Hz]) and alpha (8-12 [Hz]) EEG
rhythms, estimated over the specific brain areas,
modulate along with the previous processes.

Is it possible to use such frequency bands and brain areas to define
a neurometric able to discriminate the SRK - based behaviors?
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SRK: Experimental Setting
ATM room

Pseudo Pilots

EEG cap

ATC Interfaces

ATC Experts: 15
ATC Students: 22

Human Factors Experts: 2
SME (Expert ATCOs): 2

Pseudo Pilots: 2

ATM scenario duration: 45 minutes
6 S-R-K events
15 EEG-channels continuous recording

Task performance (WMRT)
p = 0.037

*

The Experts did not report any significant differences (p>0.05) among the difficulty conditions. On the contrary, the
Students showed a significant decrement (p<0.05) of performance (increased WMRT) between the H condition and the
others (E and M).
The factor RANK showed a significant difference (F(1, 31)=4.7621, p=0.03679), since, the WMRT of the E_ATCO was
statistically lower than the WMRT of the S_ATCO.
Borghini et al., 2015 (SID)
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SRK discrimination
p=0.1

The parietal theta and frontal alpha: reliable metric for the S-R-K discrimination, since they showed significant
different values among the S-R-K conditions (respectively, F(2, 64)=4.11; p=0.02 and F(2, 64)=11.48; p<10-4).
The S_ATCO showed higher parietal theta synchronization (F(1, 32)=10.97; p=0.002) and a lower frontal alpha
desynchronization (F(1, 32)=5.62; p=0.02) than the E_ATCO.
The t-tests showed that all the measured AUC distributions were significantly higher with respect to the random
discrimination (AUC=0.5), respectively, all p<10-8 for the E_ATCO, and all p<10-13 for the S_ATCO.

Discussion
The proposed metric was able to discriminate the S-R-K
cognitive control levels and it could be used to assess the
level of expertise between subjects or groups of subjects.

The metric might also be used to evaluate the workload
and the expertise at the same time.
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MENTAL STATE ASSESSMENT
Mental workload

Workload: EEG correlates
The amount of cognitive resources required for the correct
execution of tasks can be evaluated by the variation of
specific EEG features.

Activity in the EEG frequency bands
• Frontal Theta band increment 4-8 [Hz]
• Parietal Alpha band decrement 8-12 [Hz]
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Working Hypothesis
The state classifier is able to discriminate the workload of the ATCO over the three
proposed conditions (Easy, Medium, Hard).
The mental workload measure assessed by using the state classifier is reliable.

{E3; H3}

Calibration

State
Classifier

W EEG

E1, E2, E3, E4, E5
M1, M2, M3, M4, M5
H1, H2, H3, H4, H5

Results: 12 ATC experts
R~0.6
p=0.01

R~0.85
p=0.0001

Workload index

Strong significant
correlation between the
three measures of the
mental workload (ISA,
SME score and state
classifier)
R~0.7
p=0.005

R~0.85
p=0.0001

Difficulty level

Difficulty level

Aricò et al., 2015
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Results follow up:
15 ATC Experts and 22 Students
ATC Experts

R>0.7
p<0.01

ATC Students

Significant differences between three difficulty
levels (p<0.01)
Confirmed correlation between the subjective
and neurophysiological measure of the mental
workload (ISA and state classifier)

Discussion
The state classifier algorithm was able to assess the
workload level experienced by the operator in a realistic
scenario (the task was ecologic, and ATCOs could move
and speak).
It has also been demonstrated the reliability of the state
classifier, because of the high (p<.01) correlation with
subjective measures (ISA and SME scores).
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ADAPTIVE AUTOMATION
Adaptive solutions

Objectives
Adaptive Solutions
1

ENAC PROTOTYPAL PLATFORM

• To identify triggers for the activation of
simple adaptive solutions (workload).
• To design and implement the adaptive
solutions.
• To test the feasibility of adaptive
solutions triggered by ATCOs mental
workload.
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Activities
Focus Group and interviews

Workshop on adaptive interfaces

26th February 2015, Toulouse (ENAC)

6th of May, Rome (DBL)

Participants: 14

Participants: 15

(ATCOs, ATM experts, HF experts)

(ATCOs, Automation experts, HF experts,
ATM software experts, Interaction design
experts, Neurophysiological measurements
expert)

Output:
• List of possible solutions to be
implemented
• Identification of issues + expected
benefits and user acceptance
From 30 to 4

Adaptive Automations list
Aircraft Call

Reduce visual
load
Alarm
redesign
Filtering
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THE VALIDATION PROCESS
The experiment organised to validate the feasibility of adaptive solutions

The experiments - schedule
SCHEDULE

SUBJECTS

Group 3

TRAINING

(22 students)

1 week

Recording-Scenario3

EASY

HARD

5 minutes

10 minutes

Adaptive solution triggering

2 Validation Scenarios
15’ each going from low (5’) to
high (10’) complexity levels.
Each controller performed the
two scenarios, one with
Adaptive automation available
(AA ON), one without Adaptive
automation (AA OFF)
Same environment and
subjects of Validation 2
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SB8

Collected Data
The ISA (Instantaneous Self Assessment), every 3 minutes ||| Controller
The SME observation sheet (ISA + comments) ||| SME
System logs (e.g. time to assume, number of interactions, etc.) ||| Logs
Questionnaires ||| Controller
NASA-TLX (NASA- Task Load Index), at the end of the session ||| Controller
HF observation sheet ||| HFs
Debriefings ||| Controllers
Neurophysiologic measurements ||| Controller

Online state classifier interface
Start

Online
Online
Artifact
detection

W EEG

Classification
index

The state classifier interface is able to
assess online (each second) the
workload of the user.
Classification index sent every 30 seconds
Network connectivity (TCP/IP) to trigger
the adaptive interface developed by ENAC
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Working Hypothesis
The state classifier is able to trigger the adaptive interface when the user
experiences a high mental workload.
The adaptive solution is able to induce an overall decrease in the workload
experienced by the ATCO.

{E0; H0}

Calibration

State
Classifier

W EEG

Ex 4
Ex 5

Results: Adaptive Solution

# Triggers Hard > # Triggers Easy
p=0.04
The # in which the state
classifier triggered the AA
during the Hard slots was
higher (p=0.04) than the # in
the Easy slots.

p=0.9

p=0.2

Exercise 4

p=0.06 p=0.009
Exercise 5

The discriminability
between the Easy and the
Hard slots was higher in the
AA Off condition with respect
to the AA On condition. Only
in the Ex 5 significant.
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Discussion
The state classifier was able to trigger the adaptive automation.
The adaptive automation induced a significant decrease in the
workload level experienced by the ATCOs during only one of the
two proposed scenarios.
The majority of students controllers highlighted a general good level
of acceptance of the four adaptive solutions implemented. The
answers collected through the online questionnaire showed that the
“highlight calling station” was perceived as the most useful and
supportive solution.

ADAPTIVE AUTOMATION
Advanced adaptive solutions
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Objectives
Advanced Adaptive Solutions
2

PROOF OF CONCEPT

To define and illustrate early high level
prototypes of advanced adaptive
solutions.
How the further development of
neurophysiologic based assessment
tools could enable the generation of
future automations, able to support
controllers when the traffic situations or
their own fitness degrade.

Objectives

Phases

Activities
1. PROBLEM SETTING

2. CONCEPT
GENERATION

- Set-up and frame the problem
- Identify key questions and
opportunities
- Explore interaction and visual
design perspectives
- Inspirational Benchmarking
- User needs

- Generate a key concept for the
solution
- Explore innovative ideas of user
interfaces and interactions
- Develop an opportunity
map/matrix that combines needs
and possible solutions

3. CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
- Refine the opportunity
map/matrix
- Generate a visual
scenario/simulation of the
proposed solution
- Analyse the scalability of the
solution

NO VALIDATION
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Solutions concepts
We developed a proof-ofconcept for an advanced
system able to understand in
real time the operator’s
psycho-physical state, to
match it with the situation in
which she is operating and to
provide the best automated
support accordingly.

nina.dblue.it

CONCLUSIONS
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WRAP-UP - What went well
• The state classifier allowed to evaluate the operator mental workload,
also in real-time; to evaluate the presence of a learning process in
trainees; to differentiate the three degrees of cognitive controls Skill, Rule
and Knowledge.
• The simulation of ecological working conditions, allowed to test the
proposed methodology in realistic operative environments (i.e. ATM
settings).
• The adaptive interface was successfully triggered by the state classifier,
allowing readapting the ATM interface basing on the current operator’s
workload.
• The method used for developing the neurophysiological measures,
bringing together the knowledge coming from the Human Factors field,
the latest techniques and methods in neurometrics and a deep
understanding of ATM working methods and needs.

WRAP-UP - Limitations
• SRK: experiments in more controlled settings. It is necessary to test
the proposed neurometrics on “pure” Skill, Rule, Knowledge based
events, i.e. events performed at only one level of cognitive control. This
will probably decrease the realism of the performed tasks.

• The intrusiveness of the recording system. Technological improvements
are already ongoing.

• The state classifier requires subjective calibration data quite similar to the
operative task that the operator is going to perform. Further studies are
required to investigate the possibility to calibrate the state classifier by
using a simple and standard task (different from the operative one),
and to use subsequently to evaluate the workload during the operative
task.
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Lessons learnt and future steps
Possible application of the mental state classifier:

• As a Human Factors tool to be used during the Design phase of new
solutions

• As a Training tool to evaluate the level of learning and expertise
gained

• As a Monitoring tool to be used during operations (e.g. crew
monitoring on a/c)

• As an enabler for effective Adaptive Automation

Related projects
The results of the project have been disseminated both to interested general
public, industries and training academies generating an high level of
interest.
The NINA research will be used and enriched in:
• STRESS: HP neurometrics toolbox for highly automated systems design
(SESAR2020)
• MOTO: the embodied reMOte TOwer (SESAR 2020)
to be run in the 2016-2018 period.
To move towards industrialization (Proposal):
• BRAIN WORKLOAD READER (BWR) SYSTEM
FOR TRAINING LEVEL ASSESSMENT (SMEINST 2)
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More information available at:
www.nina-wpe.eu

Contacts:
Deep Blue (coordinator): stefano.bonelli@dblue.it
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